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Neutron Optical Potential for n and nbar
Real and imaginary parts of Uopt reflect

Potential scattering:

Im(b)<<Re(b) for n, 

Im(b)~Re(b) for nbar

Validity of neutron optics for highly-
absorbing neutron mirrors is known 
for decades, Gadolinium reflection 
used for test 
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Mirror reflection



Nbar scattering lengths from theory

See K. Protasov et al, arXiv: 2009.11467For nbar: Re(b)~1.5A1/3  fm,  Im(b)~ 1 fm 



Difference between n and nbar phase shifts 
for glancing angle reflection (Nesvizhevsky et al)
use usual formulae of neutron optics

This is phase shift 
of n and nbar 
separately. OK in 
the presence of 
oscillations?

Phases shifts for n 
and nbar (separately)
from n optics.

nbar Uopt from theory 

Quasifree condition 
CAN be met! 
(Nesvizhevsky 
et al, PRL)



Quantum Decoherence and Neutron Optics

for Lindblad->Van Hove: see L. Lanz, et al., Phys. Rev. A 56, 4826 (1997).

Neutron optics describes the coherent interactions of the neutron with matter

Incoherent interactions of single neutron state with environment: 
diffuse scattering, reduces amplitude

Incoherent interactions of coherent superposition of neutron states: can damp
oscillations from off-diagonal terms in H (environment “measures” the system)

Standard method of analysis in quantum decoherence theory uses Lindblad 
operators for evolution of density matrix

NOTE: “nothing new”: Lindblad treatment is known to reduce to usual Van Hove expressions 
for n scattering theory. But a much more convenient way to analyze effects of interest.



Quantum Decoherence and Neutron Optics

B. O. Kerbikov, Lindblad and Bloch Equations for a conversion of a neutron into an antineutron , 
Nucl. Phys. A 975, 59-72 (2018). arXiv: 1810.04988 

For the n-nbar two-state system: one gets

For nnbar in a gas medium one can calculate the damping factor to be: 

for λt>>1  for λt<<1  

Small effect for ILL experiment given residual gas pressure



B.O. Kerbikov, “The effect of collisions with the wall on neutron-antineutron transitions”, 
Phys. Lett. B 795, 362 (2019) 

Kerbikov 2: decoherence in nbar reflection from Cu mirror
with τ the collision time, Γ the nbar annihilation rate.

In the short collision time limit τε<<1, nbar is just depleted
due to annihilation. Kerbikov estimated  τ<~10-8 sec in Cu

In the τε>>1 limit however, quantum decoherence
strongly attenuates the nbar reflection probability.

small effect for τε<<1 

Obvious question: what is the collision time for neutron-antineutron 
reflection, and how does one measure it?

Quantum Decoherence in Neutron Reflection





This determines also the time delay 
between the two neutron spin states associated 
with the different rays. This was ~10-7 seconds 
near the critical angle for the magnetized 
Permalloy (Fe0.2Ni0.8) sample used

Goos-Hanchen phase shift and displacement
neutrons polarized along sample magnetization: 

Experiment done on Offspec spin echo
instrument at ISIS using polarized
neutron spin-echo reflectometry, which
directly measured the phase difference



(2) Does quantum decoherence from time in 
mirror kill the oscillations?

No in short collision time limit τε<<1

Collision time as inferred through Goos-Hanchen
effect agrees with n optics calculation

Therefore, this effect can be calculated with 
confidence using n optics, given Uopt

Also: coherent neutron optics works fine for 
neutron spins with large off-diagonal terms in H 
(polarized neutron reflectometry, 
pseudomagnetic precession,…)

Next steps: 

Calculate τε for mirrors made of stable nuclei 
using Kerbikov/Lindblad theory+neutron optics

Investigate antineutron supermirror optics



Mirror reflection

How can we get info on nbar reflection physics?

In future: low energy pbar/antihydrogen mirror 
reflection is a possibility

For now: no direct method (no slow nbar
beams)

However: polarized slow neutron beams 
available, also instruments to bounce them 
from mirrors. 

Two state systems with the same Hamiltonian 
have the same dynamics

We could engineer a “poor man's” n-nbar
reflection test using polarized neutrons from a 
well-chosen mirror material with large 
absorption for one neutron spin state (Gd?)



Conclusions (1) Neutron optics theory can be used to 
calculate  ρ and ϕ for n-bar oscillating system 
given Uopt . Theory for nbar Uopt implies 
quasifree condition can be met in mirror 
reflection and gas transmission in certain 
regimes.

(2) Quantum decoherence from imaginary 
part of Uopt can suppress oscillations. Effect is 
calculable given nbar optical potential from 
theory, can be small.

(3) Calculate decoherence for mirrors made 
of stable nuclei and investigate antineutron 
supermirrors



(3) Use resonances in Gd To emulate n-nbar, we want:

Im(b)<<Re(b) for |é>,

Im(b)~Re(b) for |ê>. How?

on n-A resonance, Re(bres)=0, 
and Im(bres) large 

Both 155Gd and 157Gd: I=3/2
and lowest-energy resonance J=2



Unpolarized reflectometry on Gd evaporated
on a silicon substrate. Results in good agreement
with neutron optics calculations including
the large imaginary part of the optical
potential from the Gd resonances.

Real part of b and imaginary part of b are comparable
due to the resonance contributions

Polarized neutron scattering on magnetized Gd?

Im(b) is large, but about the same for |é> and |ê>.

For Im(b) (|é>) large and Im(b) [|ê>] small?

Use polarized neutrons and polarized Gd nuclei
Exploit spin-dependence of resonance

breal

bimaginary



No evidence that anyone has ever scattered neutrons from nuclear polarized Gd: no
spin-dependent scattering lengths in the latest table I have

I=3/2 Gd nuclear spins->no so easy to “flip” nuclear spin: need to worry about 
behavior of tensor components

“brute force” nuclear polarized Gd: needs low T (~mK regime), high B (several T). 
Large B effect on neutron spin would need to be understood. 

Enhancement of field at nucleus is possible in certain materials, but they tend to be
highly magnetic -> may depolarize n beam



Neutron-Antineutron transition probability
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where  V  is the potential difference for neutron and anti-neutron 
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  is characteristic oscillation time.  Present limit ->α < 10−23eV !


